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Abstract

We address the formal analysis of authentication

cryptographic protocols. We present a new veri�cation

algorithm that generates from the protocol description

the set of possible aws, if any, as well as the cor-

responding attack scenarios. This algorithm does not

require any property or invariant speci�cation. The

algorithm involves three steps: extracting the protocol

roles, modeling the intruder abilities and veri�cation.

In addition to the classical known intruder computa-

tional abilities such as encryption and decryption, we

also consider those computations that result from dif-

ferent instrumentations of the protocol. The intruder

abilities are modeled as a deductive system. The ver-

i�cation is based on the extracted roles as well as the

deductive system. It consists in checking whether the

intruder can answer all the challenges uttered by a

particular role. If it is the case, an attack scenario

is automatically constructed. The extracted proof sys-

tem does not ensure the termination of deductions.

For that purpose, we present a general transforma-

tion schema that allows one to automatically rewrite

the non-terminating proof system into a terminating

one. The transformation schema is shown to be cor-

rect. To exemplify the usefulness and e�ciency of our

approach, we illustrate it on the Woo and Lam authen-

tication protocol. Abadi and Needham have shown that

the protocol is insecure and they proposed a new cor-

rected version. Thanks to this method we have discov-

ered new unknown aws in the Woo and Lam protocol

and in the corrected version of Abadi and Needham.

Keywords: Algorithm, Automatic Formal Veri�ca-

tion, Cryptographic Protocols, Authentication, Proof

System, Flaws, Attack Scenario, Termination.

1 Motivations and Background

Authentication is a major security concern in dis-
tributed systems. It is meant to help principals (per-
sons, hosts, computers, etc.) to prove their identities
to each other. Cryptographic protocols are used to
ensure authentication and related purposes.

The design of authentication cryptographic proto-
cols is known to be error prone. Several protocols have
been shown awed by computer security researchers.
Consequently, a surge of interest is being devoted
to the development of formal methods and tools for
the speci�cation, design and analysis of cryptographic
protocols. A complete survey and a comparative study
of these methods can be found in [1, 2, 4, 5, 6].

A new approach for the analysis of authentication
cryptographic protocols is presented in this paper.
This approach is fully automatic, formal and does not
need any speci�cation of protocol properties or invari-
ants. The analysis of a given cryptographic protocol
is performed in three main steps. First, starting from
a classical protocol description, the roles of the di�er-
ent agents acting in the protocol are extracted. A role
is, actually, a protocol abstraction where the empha-
sis is put only on one principal. Such an abstraction
is useful to point out the individual interpretation of
the exchanged protocol messages by a speci�c princi-
pal. Second, the intruder abilities are automatically
extracted. In addition to the well known abilities, we
consider all the computational abilities provided by
the protocol itself. In our approach, such computa-
tion abilities are captured as a �nite proof system in
which the inference is based on narrowing i.e. rewrit-
ing modulo uni�cation. Third, the roles together with
the proof system are combined to perform the protocol
veri�cation. The latter consists in checking whether
one can instrument a particular role by answering all



the challenges uttered by this role.
The main contributions of this work are:

� A new approach for the analysis of cryptographic
protocols. This approach is formal, fully auto-
matic and does not necessitate any speci�cation
of any protocol property or invariant.

� An illustration of the usefulness and e�ciency of
our approach, on the analysis of the Woo and Lam
authentication protocol.

� A new transformation schema that allows one to
rewrite some non-terminating proof systems into
terminating ones.

We consider here a subclass of authentication cryp-
tographic protocols. This class consists of protocols
that use symmetric-key cryptography and at most one
server. We assume also that the exchanged messages
are only constructed over nonces, principal identities
and symmetric-keys. The rest of this paper is struc-
tured as follows: In Section 2, we recall briey the one-
way authentication protocol of Woo and Lam. Section
3 is devoted to an informal presentation of the veri-
�cation algorithm. Section 4 is concerned with ter-
mination issues of proof systems. A few concluding
remarks and a discussion of further research are ulti-
mately sketched as a conclusion in Section 5.

2 The Woo and Lam Protocol

In what follows, we recall the one-way Woo and
Lam authentication protocol as presented in [7, 8].
This protocol relies on symmetric-key cryptography.
The protocol is given in Table 1. Here Nb is a nonce
i.e. a random number generated by B specially for this
protocol run, S is a server and kas and kbs are keys
that A and B, initially, share with S. The protocol
runs as follows when the principal A wants to prove
his identity to the principal B: (1) A initiates the
protocol and claims his identity to B; (2) B replies by
sending the nonceNb and asking A to encrypt it under
kas in order to prove what he claimed; (3) A returns
the nonce Nb encrypted under kas; (4) B forwards the
response encrypted, together with A's identity, under
kbs for veri�cation; (5) S decrypts the received mes-
sage using B's key, extracts the encrypted component,
decrypts it using A's key and re-encrypts under B's
Key. If S replies by fNbgkbs , then B will �nd Nb after
decrypting it and he should be convinced that A is re-
ally running this session with him. The next section is
devoted to an informal presentation of our veri�cation

algorithm. The latter is illustrated over the Woo and
Lam authentication protocol described above.

3 Informal Presentation

Starting from a protocol description, the algorithm
operates in three main steps:

(a) Role extraction
(b) Proof system generation
(c) Veri�cation

3.1 Role Extraction

Roles are protocol abstractions where the emphasis
is put each time on a particular principal. A role re-
ects the way by which some principal perceives the
protocol. For instance, in the case of the Woo and Lam
protocol of Table 1, three roles could be extracted: A,
B and S. The principal, playing the role A, partici-
pates in the protocol through three main steps: First,
A sends his identity to the principal B. Second, he
receives a nonce Nb from B. Third, he sends the mes-
sage fNbgkas to B. Hence, the role associated to A

could be written as the following sequence of actions:

Role(A) = h!; A;Bih?; Nb; Bih!; fNbgkas ; Bi

An action is a triple of the form hdir;m; P i where
dir is a direction symbol (either ? meaning input or !
meaning output), m is a message and P is a principal
identi�er. Similarly, the roles associated with B and
S could be written as follows:

Role(B) = h?; A;Aih!; Nb; Ai

h?; fNbgkas ; Ai

h!; fA; fNbgkasgkbs ; Si

h?; fNbgkbs ; Si

Role(S) = h?; fA; fNbgkasgkbs ; Bih!; fNbgkbs ; Bi

The second step of our algorithm is the proof sys-
tem generation which is explained in the next section.

3.2 Proof System Generation

In cryptographic protocol design, one must always
assume the presence of an intruder that has a complete
control over the communication network. According
to this assumption, the intruder is able to intercept,
modify, store, retrieve and send any circulating mes-
sage in the network. Moreover, we assume that the
intruder has the usual encryption and decryption abil-
ities. In this work, we consider another valuable source



Message 1: A �! B : A

Message 2: B �! A : Nb

Message 3: A �! B : fNbgkas

Message 4: B �! S : fA; fNbgkasgkbs

Message 5: S �! B : fNbgkbs

Table 1: The Woo and Lam Authentication Protocol

of information available to the intruder: the protocol
itself. Actually, the protocol may be viewed by the
intruder as a computation resource. The latter may
be used to synthesize and deliver some particular in-
formation that makes possible a fatal attack. Here,
we capture all these intruder abilities by a deductive
proof system. We associate to each protocol step an
inference rule. Each inference rule captures a class of
possible instrumentations of the protocol. The general
form of an inference rule is:

p1 : : : pn
m c

where p1; : : : ; pn;m are messages and c is a boolean
formula. Here is the way such an inference rule should
be read: the intruder could supply the protocol with
the messages p1; : : : ; pn and get the message m from
the protocol provided that side condition c holds. In
fact, the side condition refers to those freshness condi-
tions dictated by the protocol. Furthermore, we will
endow each inference rule with a sequence of protocol
steps (a scenario) showing how the intruder could in-
strument the protocol with the information p1; : : : ; pn
so as to get the message m.

Now, let us see how this applies to the Woo and
Lam protocol of Table 1. For the lack of space, we
present here the inference rules together with the asso-
ciated scenarios without explaining how they are gen-
erated.

The �rst step in the Woo and Lam protocol of Table
1 is:

1: A �! B : A

The inference rule associated with this protocol step
is:

A

meaning that the intruder could get from the proto-
col the identity of any principal wishing to initiate a
protocol session. Here is the scenario that makes this
possible:

1: A �! I(B) : A

This sequence stipulates that the intruder could get
the identity of a principal A by intercepting the mes-
sage sent by this principal when wishing to initiate a
new protocol session.

The second step in the Woo and Lam protocol of
Table 1 is:

2: B �! A : Nb

The inference rule associated with this protocol step
is:

A
Nb

Fresh(Nb)

meaning that the intruder could get a fresh nonce
(generated by B) from the protocol just by supply-
ing it with an agent identity. The side condition
Fresh(Nb) stipulates the freshness1 of the informa-
tion Nb. Here is the scenario that illustrates such a
situation:

1: I(A) �! B : A

2: B �! I(A) : Nb

The third step in the Woo and Lam protocol of
Table 1 is:

3: A �! B : fNbgkas

The inference rule associated with this protocol step
is:

X
fXgkas

meaning that the intruder could supply the protocol
with any informationX and get it encrypted under the
secret key shared between the server S and a principal

1The symbol Fresh denotes a unary predicate that holds

whenever its argument is fresh.



A. At this level, we would like to pinpoint one impor-
tant feature in our veri�cation algorithm. The reader
should notice that we used X in the inference rule in-
stead of Nb. The rationale underlying this choice is
that the principal A, at the third step of the protocol,
replies with the message received at the second step
(i.e. Nb) encrypted by kas. Notice that Nb is a nonce
generated and uttered by B and sent to A. Now, let
us mention the following facts:

� The principal A has no preliminary knowledge on
the e�ective value of the expected message at the
second step of the protocol. Accordingly, A has
no means to verify the value of the received mes-
sage at that step.

� The freshness of Nb is a local property. In other
words, the freshness of the nonce cannot be at-
tested by any principal other than B. So, A can-
not require the freshness of the message received
at the second step of the protocol.

� For the sake of generality, we assume that the ex-
changed messages are not typed. Consequently,
A is unable to verify the type of the message re-
ceived at the second step of the protocol.

Owing to these three facts, A can verify neither
the value, the freshness nor the type of the message
received at the second step of the protocol. Conse-
quently, A will accept any message at that step and
will reply by sending the encrypted version of this mes-
sage under the key kas. This explains the rationale
underlying the use of a variable message X instead of
Nb. Here is the scenario that exhibits how the intruder
could instrument the protocol so as to get the message
fXgkas provided that he supplies the protocol with X :

1: A �! I(B) : A

2: I(B) �! A : X

3: A �! I(B) : fXgkas

Now, let us give some general comments regarding
the inference rules and the associated scenarios. First,
the agent identi�ers as well as the introduced variables
are implicitly universally quanti�ed. Second, the gen-
erated scenarios constitute proofs of the correction of
the inference rules. Actually, the scenarios are propa-
gated during the deduction process.

The fourth step in the Woo and Lam protocol of
Table 1 is:

4: B �! S : fA; fNbgkasgkbs

The inference rule associated with this protocol step
is:

A X
fA;Xgkbs

meaning that the intruder could supply the protocol
with a principal identi�er, sayA, and a known message
X so as to get an encrypted version of the composition
of these two messages under the key kbs. Here is the
scenario that illustrates such a situation:

1: I(A) �! B : A

2: B �! I(A) : Nb

3: I(A) �! B : X

4: B �! I(S) : fA;Xgkbs

The �fth step in the Woo and Lam protocol is:

5: S �! B : fNbgkbs

The inference rule associated with this protocol step
is:

fA; fXgkasgkbs
fXgkbs

meaning that the intruder could supply the protocol
with a message of the form fA; fXgkasgkbs so as to
get the message fXgkbs . Here is the scenario that
illustrates such a situation:

4: I(B) �! S : fA; fXgkasgkbs
5: S �! I(B) : fXgkbs

3.3 Veri�cation

In this section, we show how to combine roles and
inference rules so as to perform the veri�cation of a
given cryptographic authentication protocol.

A principal A wishing to prove his identity to a
principal B, has to answer all the challenges uttered
by B. Hence, the intruder can impersonate the prin-
cipal A if he can answer all those challenges uttered
by B to A. Thus, the veri�cation principal consists
in checking whether the intruder, with all its compu-
tation abilities, can answer such challenges. Actually,
the intruder computation abilities consist of:

� An initial knowledge generally made of the keys
that the intruder shares with other principals, the
server identity and other principal identities. No-
tice that this initial knowledge must be given ex-
plicitly within the protocol speci�cation.

� The usual encryption, decryption, composition
and decomposition abilities. Indeed, the intruder
could encrypt and decrypt any message under
known keys. In addition, he has the ability to
compose (catenate) and decompose messages.



� Those computation abilities given by the protocol
itself and captured by the deductive proof system.

Now we come to the explanation of the veri�cation
procedure. Starting from the protocol description, we
extract the roles. Now, for each role, the intruder
will attempt to answer all the challenges uttered so
as to perform a masquerade. The intruder will pro-
gressively follow the role in a stepwise way. For a
given step, if the role sends a message, the intruder will
merely store it and hence extending his knowledge. If
the role is waiting for receiving some particular mes-
sage, the intruder will attempt to generate it using
his current computation abilities. In other words, the
intruder will try to synthesize the required message
using his current knowledge modulo some composi-
tion/decomposition and encryption/decryption steps,
and also up to the use of the deductive proof system.

Now, let us see how this applies to the unidirec-
tional Woo and Lam authentication protocol of Table
1. Notice that the only concerned role is B.

Actually, before starting to take up the various
challenges uttered by B, we have �rst to proceed to
what we call the generalization of the role B. This
operation aims to replace some messages by message
variables as done in the deductive proof system. The
rationale underlying such substitutions is that these
messages could not be veri�ed from the content, struc-
ture, freshness and type standpoint. The role B is
rewritten into:

Role(B) = h?; A;Ai
h!; Nb; Ai

h?; X;Ai
h!; fA;Xgkbs ; Si
h?; fNbgkbs ; Si

Here, we replace the message fNbgkas by a message
variable X since B does not know the key kas, hence
he could accept any other information.

First of all, let us initialize the knowledge of the
intruder, noted KI , with the intruder initial knowl-
edge. In other words, KI is set to fkis; A;B; Sg. This
means that the intruder initially knows the identity of
the server S, his shared key with S, the role A and
the role B.

In the �rst step of the role B, the principal is
waiting for a message identi�er, say A. To take
up this challenge, the intruder has to generate
such an identi�er from KI modulo some composi-
tion/decomposition and encryption/decryption steps,
and also up to the use of the deductive proof system.
Such a constraint is written as:

(E1) KI j=R A

where R stands for the set of inference rules pre-
viously mentioned together with the usual composi-
tion/decomposition and encryption/decryption rules.

At the second step, B sends the nonce Nb over the
network. Hence, the message becomes available to the
intruder who extends his current knowledge to become
KI [ fNbg = fkis; A;B; S;Nbg.

At the third step, the intruder must supply B with
X . Accordingly, this second constraint will be written
as:

(E2) KI [ fNbg j=R X

At the fourth step, B o�ers the message fA;Xgkbs
to the intruder. The latter updates his knowledge to
become KI [ fNb; fA;Xgkbsg.

Finally, the intruder has to supply the role B with
fNbgkbs in order to achieve the masquerade. This last
constraint will be written as:

(E3) KI [ fNb; fA;Xgkbsg j=R fNbgkbs

At this level, we are ready to check whether the
intruder can or cannot impersonate the role A. This
amounts to check the existence of solutions to the con-
straint set fE1; E2; E3g.

In the case of the constraint set fE1; E2; E3g, the
algorithm produces many aws and attack scenarios.
Most of these attacks are new and completely di�erent
from those known up to now. In what follows, we
present in Table 2 one among the many elegant attacks
yielded by the algorithm.

This attack could be read as follows: First, the in-
truder begins a session with B in order to prove to B
that its identity is A. Second, the intruder I intercepts
the nonce Nb generated by B and sent to A. Third,
I responds by a message anything which may be any
message since B cannot do any veri�cation. Fourth,
B must react according to the protocol by sending the
message fA; anythinggKbs

. This message will be in-
tercepted by the intruder. Meanwhile, the server S
has no idea about what is happening. To �nish this
protocol run, the intruder ultimately needs the mes-
sage fNbgkbs which will be sent to B at the step (1.5).
The goal of the sessions 2,3 and 4 is to generate that �-
nal required message. Finally, the intruder �nishes the
�rst session with B by sending the message fNbgkbs as
if it is the response of S. Hence, B is convinced that
the initiator of the session one is A.



1:1 I(A) �! B : A

1:2 B �! I(A) : Nb

1:3 I(A) �! B : anything

1:4 B �! I(S) : fA; anythinggkbs

2:1 C �! I(D) : C

2:2 I(D) �! C : Nb

2:3 C �! I(D) : fNbgkcs

3:1 C �! I(E) : C

3:2 I(E) �! C : C; fNbgkcs

3:3 C �! I(E) : fC; fNbgkcsgkcs

4:1 I(C) �! B : C

4:2 B �! I(C) : N 0
b

4:3 I(C) �! B : fC; fNbgkcsgkcs

4:4 B �! S : fC; fC; fNbgkcsgkcsgkbs

4:5 S �! I(B) : fC; fNbgkcsgkbs

5:4 I(B) �! S : fC; fNbgkcsgkbs

5:5 S �! I(B) : fNbgkbs

1:5 I(S) �! B : fNbgkbs

Table 2: An Attack of the Woo and Lam Authentication Protocol

4 Handling Termination

In this section, we pinpoint the termination prob-
lem at the level of the proof systems extracted from
protocol speci�cations. We illustrate the problem
on a concrete example and present a transformation
schema that allows one to generate a terminating proof
system from a non-terminating one. We establish the
soundness of such a transformation.

Actually, if S is a proof system and g a goal, then
the deduction using backward chaining induced by
SLD-resolution may not terminate. Here is an illus-
tration of such a phenomenon. Let S1 be the following
proof system:

S1 = fR1 =
ff(x1)
f(x1)

; R2 =
x2

fff(x2)
; R3 =

2

a g

Let f(b) be a goal. The resolution of this goal using
backward chaining does not terminate even though
it is obvious that f(b) is not a theorem. The non-
termination is due to the rule R1 that increases the
complexity of the goal with respect to the well-founded
ordering induced by term structure.

Now, if we try to establish the same goal using the
proof system S2 de�ned hereafter:

S2 = fR1 =
x

f(x)
; R2 =

2

a g

we will succeed despite that the two systems S1 and
S2 are equivalent in the sense that they denote the
same theory i.e. each theorem in S1 is also a theorem
in S2 and vice-versa.

In the sequel, we establish a signi�cant result: we
present a new method that allows us to generate from
a non-terminating2 proof system, an equivalent termi-
nating one. Notice that the method works for almost
all the extracted proof systems and is proved to be
sound. The proof is not given in this paper for the
lack of space. The following de�nitions and notations
are adopted along this section.

Let S be an inference system, we denote by U i(S)
any tuple of i arbitrary rules of S where i is a positive
integer. Let R be an inference rule, we denote by P(R)
the set of R premises and by C(R) the R conclusion.
We assume that all the variables appearing in R are
universally implicitly quanti�ed. We assume also that
the premises do not involve boolean connectives.

The next de�nition allows us to view the set of
premises of an inference rule as a tuple. Such a repre-

2The termination here is related to the deduction strategy.

We use here backward chaining. A proof system is said to be

non-terminating whenever it is impossible to �nd a well-founded

ordering that makes the conclusion of each rule less than each

premise of the same rule.



sentation is adopted for the sake of convenience in the
transformation process of an inference system.

De�nition 4.1 (minimal tuple) Let A be an alge-

bra and T = ft1; t2; : : : ; tng a set of n terms in A. Let

4� be a total ordering on A. We de�ne Ord4�(T ) =
(ti1; ti2; : : : ; tin) such that tij ; tik 2 T and if j < k then

tij �� tik.

The de�nition hereafter establishes the connection
between premises and conclusions that are uni�able in
a proof tree.

De�nition 4.2 (n-conjunction) We denote

by n-conjunction, the conjunction of n pairs

of terms (P1; C1); (P2; C2); :::; (Pn; Cn), written

(P1; C1) ^ (P2; C2) ^ ::: ^ (Pn; Cn).

The next de�nition extends the usual de�nition of
the most general uni�er to an n-conjunction.

De�nition 4.3 (common most general uni�er of

an n-conjunction) Let A = (P1; C1)^ (P2; C2)^ :::^
(Pn; Cn) be an n-conjunction. The common most gen-

eral uni�er (cmgu) of A, written cmgu(A), is a sub-

stitution � that satis�es the following conditions:

(1) (Pi; Ci) 2 A then �(Pi) = �(Ci)
(2) if �0 satis�es (1) then there exists �00 such that:

�00 � � = �0

Notice that if n = 1 the common most general uni-
�er is merely the most general uni�er.

The following de�nition introduces a rule combina-
tor written *. Such a combinator generates a new rule
from an inference rule, say R, and a tuple of inference
rules (R1; R2; :::; Rn). The new rule generated corre-
sponds to the contraction (abstraction) of those proof
trees in which R and R1; R2; :::; Rn are involved. In
the case of the following diagram:

...

......

C1

...

Cn

Pn;nnPn;1P1;1 P1;n1R1

P1

C

R
Pn

Rn

the new generated rule is:

�(P1;1); :::; �(P1;n1); :::; �(Pn;1); :::; �(Pn;nn)
�(C)

where � = cmgu((P1; C1) ^ ::: ^ (Pn; Cn))

De�nition 4.4 (composition of rules) Let R =
fp1; p2; :::; png

c be an inference rule such that:

Ord4�fp1; p2; :::; png = (pi1 ; pi2 ; :::; pin). Let

(R1; R2; :::; Rn) be a tuple of n rules.

We de�ne the composition of R with

(R1; R2; :::; Rn), denoted by R * (R1; R2; :::; Rn),
as the following inference rule:

�(P(R1)) [ �(P(R2))::: [ �(P(Rn))
�(c)

where � = cmgu(p1; C(R1)) ^ (p2; C(R2)) ^ : : : ^

(pn; C(Rn)). This composition is de�ned only if � ex-

ists.

The next de�nition is devoted to the extension of
the previous rule combinator to sets of inference rules.
Indeed, we introduce the operator # that performs
the composition of two sets of inference rules. Actu-
ally, thanks to such an operator, we can rewrite pro-
gressively the original non-terminating proof system
until saturation. Once such a state reached, we can
exclude all those inference rules that are problematic
from the termination standpoint. This transformation
schema is made sound (theory preserving) thanks to
the soundness theorem stated in the sequel.

De�nition 4.5 (partial closure composition) Let

S1 = fR1
1; R

1
2; :::; R

1
n1
g and S2 = fR2

1; R
2
2; :::; R

2
n2
g two

sets of inference rules. We de�ne the partial closure

composition of S1 by S2, written S1 # S2 as follows:

S1 # S2 = S1 [ S2[

(
[

R2
i
2S2

(
[

u2U
jP(R2

i
)j
(S1)

^R2
i
*u is defined

fR2
i * ug))

In the following, we introduce a set of de�nitions
that formalize the notion of proof tree or merely proof.
In addition, we present an equivalence notion between
inference systems. These de�nitions will be used in
both the statement and the proof of the soundness
theorem, which constitutes the major result of this
section.

De�nition 4.6 (R-tree) A tree A is said to be an

R-tree if each node is a pair (R; �) where R is an

inference rule and � is a substitution.

The following de�nitions are associated with an R-
tree.

� If T is an R-tree of root (R; �) then �(C(R)) is
denoted by Res(T ).



� We de�ne an equivalence relation over R-trees,
written �T as follows: T1 �T T2 if Res(T1) =
Res(T2).

� For each node s in the tree we associate indexes
1,2, . . . , n to the edges linking s to its sons (where
n is the number of sons of s) starting from 1 which
is associated to the leftmost son. Hence, it is easy
to identify the position of a node in the tree as
a list of numbers representing the path followed
from the root to this node. The empty list � is as-
sociated to the root position. We de�ne an order
relation > over the positions such that p1 > p2 if
p1 is lexicographically greater than p2 i.e. p1 =
n1:n2:::nn1 > p2 = m1:m2:::mn2 , if there exists i
such that 8 j; 1 � j < i; nj = mj and ni > mi.

� Let S be a set of rules and T be an R-
tree. We de�ne T (S) = f((Ri; �i); pi) j Ri 2

S and (Ri; �i) occurs at position pi in Tg

and T (S) = f((Ri; �i); pi) j Ri 62

S and (Ri; �i) occurs at position pi in Tg.

� ((Rq ; �q); pq) 2 T (S) is an upper bound of T (S) if
8 ((R; �); p) 2 T (S)nf(R; �); p)g we have pq > p.

� Let T be an R-tree. We de�ne Tjp as the subtree
of T such that its root occurs at position p.

De�nition 4.7 (well-formed R-tree) Let T be an

R-tree. The tree T is said to be a well-formed R-tree

if it satis�es one of the following conditions:

1. T has only one node (R; �) such that P(R) = ;.

2. If (R; �) is a node of T such that Ord4�(P(R)) =
(P1; P2; :::; Pn) then 8 i; 1 � i � n Tji is a well-

formed R-tree and Res(Tji) = �(Pi).

De�nition 4.8 (proof) Let S be an inference sys-

tem and T be a well-formed R-tree. T is a proof in S

if T (S) = ;. Res(T ) is a theorem in S, T being its

proof.

The following de�nition formalizes the equivalence
notions between two inference systems.

De�nition 4.9 (comparison of inference sys-

tems) Let S1 and S2 be two inference systems:

1. S1 �S S2 if 8 Th; Th is a theorem in S1 then

Th is a theorem in S2.

2. S1 �S S2 if 8 Th; Th is a theorem in S2 then

Th is a theorem in S1.

3. S1 �S S2 if S1 �S S2 and S1 �S S2.

The next de�nition introduces the operator + that
is devised to simplify an inference system by eliminat-
ing those redundant rules.

De�nition 4.10 (simpli�ed inference system)

Let S be an inference system, we de�ne the simpli-

�ed inference system associated with S, written S+, as

follows: let R 2 S then R 2 S+ if the two following

conditions hold:

1. 8 P 2 P(R); P 6= C(R)

2. There is no rule R0
2 S; (R0

6= R) with a sub-

stitution � such that: �(P(R0)) � P(R) and

�(C(R0)) = C(R)

The next de�nition characterizes the transforma-
tion schema mentioned previously. Actually, it allows
us to construct a series of inference systems. When-
ever such a series converges, it yields as a limit an
equivalent (to the original one) and terminating infer-
ence system.

De�nition 4.11 (derivator and derivated se-

ries) We de�ne a derivator as a triplet (S;#;4)
where S is an inference system, # is a partial closure

relation and 4 is a total ordering over the terms. With

each derivator (S;#;4), we associate a derivated se-

ries, written (Sn)n�0 de�ned as follows:�
S0 = S

Sn = (Sn�1
� # Sn�1

< )+ n � 1

Here is the theorem that states the soundness of
the transformation schema. The reader should notice
that this result goes beyond cryptographic proof sys-
tems. Actually, the transformation schema as well as
the soundness theorem apply to any inference system.

Theorem 4.12 Let S = S1 [ S2 an inference system

such that 8 R 2 S2 we have P(R) 6= ;. If (S1 #
S2)+ = (S1 [ S2)+ then S �S S1

The intention hereafter is to explain the e�ective
use of the transformation schema. Starting from a
non-terminating inference system S, we have �rst to
choose a total ordering �� over the terms. This or-
dering induces a natural partition over S. In fact,
S = S�� [S<� where S�� contains the rules of S that
satisfy the following condition: R 2 S�� then 8 P 2

P(R) we have P �� C(R), whereas S<� = SnS�� .
Second, we compute the elements of derivated series
(Sn)n�0 :�

S0 = S

Sn = (Sn�1
��

# Sn�1
<�

)+ n � 1



associated to the derivator (S;#;4�) until we reach
an inference system Si such that (Si)+ �S (Si�1)+.
Hence, we conclude that S �S Si�1

��
and we declare

that the series converges.

Generally speaking, the series do not necessarily
converge. Nevertheless, as far as we have experi-
mented with this transformation schema, it seems that
this method is very e�cient in handling termination
and bene�ts from a good convergence acceleration.
Also, convergence is achieved in almost all the infer-
ence systems we have tested. Notice that at each it-
eration, it is mandatory to rename the variables so as
to avoid clashes between variable rules.

In the sequel, we will denote by 4nf the total or-
dering de�ned as follows: Let A be an algebra and t

is a term in A. We denote by Fnct(t) the number of
function symbols used in t. If t1, t2 are two terms in
A, t1 4nf t2 whenever Fnct(t1) � Fnct(t2). In the
following, we will illustrate the transformation schema
using this ordering. However, the reader may refer to
[3] for other suitable orderings.

The second row in 4 reports the proof system
S1 = (S0

�nf
# S0

<nf
)+. The third row of 4 reports

the result of the composition S1
�nf

# S1
<nf

)+. Now,

by the computation of S2 = (S1
�nf

# S1
<nf

)+ we can
eliminate the following redundant rules:

1. R12 * R5 because it is an �-renaming of R13.
2. R13 * (R1; R3) because it is an �-renaming of R3.
3. R13 * (R1; R4) because it is an �-renaming of R4.
4. R13 * (R1; R6) because it is an �-renaming of R6.

At this level, we have (S1
�nf

# S1
<nf

)+ = S1. Con-
sequently, by using the theorem above, we conclude
that S0

�S S1
�nf

. The reader should notice that, al-

beit that S0
�S S1

�nf
, the proof system S1

�nf
is ter-

minating whereas S0 is not.

5 Conclusion

We reported in this paper a new algorithm for the
formal automatic veri�cation of authentication proto-
cols. This algorithm does not necessitate any speci�-
cation of any protocol property or invariant. It takes
as parameter the protocol speci�cation and generates
the set of aws, if any, as well as the corresponding
attack scenarios. The algorithm involves three steps.
First, protocol roles are extracted from the protocol
speci�cation. Second, the intruder abilities to perform
communications and computations are generated from
the protocol speci�cation. In addition to the classi-
cal known intruder computational abilities, we also
consider those computations that result from di�erent
instrumentations of the protocol. The intruder abili-

ties are modeled as a deductive proof system. Third,
the extracted roles as well as the deductive system
are combined to perform the veri�cation. The latter
consists in checking whether the intruder can answer
all the challenges uttered by a particular role. We
illustrated the algorithm on Woo and Lam authenti-
cation protocol. Thanks to this algorithm, we discov-
ered new unknown aws in the Woo and Lam protocol
and even in the corrected version of Abadi and Need-
ham. A prototype of this veri�cation algorithm has
been implemented in BNR-Prolog. A signi�cant con-
tribution of this paper is a new transformation schema
that allows one to rewrite some non-terminating proof
systems into terminating ones. The soundness of such
a schema is established and is applied to those in-
ference systems generated by our algorithm. As fu-
ture work, we intend to lift this veri�cation algorithm
to deal with key-exchange cryptographic protocols,
timestamps and hash functions.
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Si�nf
Si<nf

R1 :
2cx0 R2 :

2

K(bI; bS) R7 :
fcx10:fx11gK(dx10;bS)

g
K(dx12;bS)

fx11gK(dx12;bS)

R3 :
x1

fx1gK(cx2;bS)

R4 :
cx3; x4

fx3:x4gK(cx5;bS)

R8 :
cx13
Nb

fresh(Nb)

R5 :
x6; x7
x6:x7

R6 :
x8;K(cx9; bS)
fx8gK(cx9;bS)

R9 :
x14:x15
x14

R10 :
x16:x17
x17

R11 :
fx18gK(dx19;bS)

;K(cx19; bS)
x18

R7 * R3 :
cx10:fx11gK(dx10;bS)

fx11gK(dx12;bS)

R7 * R4 :
cx10; fx11gK(dx10;bS)

fx11gK(dx12;bS)

R7 * R6 :
cx10:fx11gK(dx10;bS)

;K(cx12; bS)
fx11gK(dx12;bS)

R8 * R1 :
2

Nb
fresh(Nb)

R9 * R5 :
x14; x15
x14

R10 * R5 :
x16:x17
x17

R11 * (R3; R2) :
x18
x18

R11 * (R4; R2) :
x3; x4
x3:x4

R11 * (R6; R2) :
x18;K(cx19; bS)

x18

Table 3: Transformation Schema Applied to the Woo and Lam Protocol: Part I

Si�nf
Si<nf

R1 :
2cx0 R2 :

2

K(bI; bS) R7 :
fcx10:fx11gK(dx10;bS)

g
K(dx12;bS)

fx11gK(dx12;bS)

R3 :
x1

fx1gK(cx2;bS)

R4 :
cx3; x4

fx3:x4gK(cx5;bS)

R8 :
cx13
Nb

fresh(Nb)

R5 :
x6; x7
x6:x7

R6 :
x8;K(cx9; bS)
fx8gK(cx9;bS)

R9 :
x14:x15
x14

R10 :
x16:x17
x17

R11 :
fx18gK(dx19;bS)

;K(cx19; bS)
x18

R12 = R7 * R3 :
cx20:fx21gK(dx20;bS)

fx21gK(dx22;bS)

R13 = R7 * R4 :
cx20; fx21gK(dx20;bS)

fx21gK(dx22;bS)

R14 = R8 * R1 :
2

Nb
fresh(Nb)

R12 * R5 :
cx20; fx21gK(dx20;bS)

fx21gK(dx22;bS)

R13 * (R1; R3) :
x21

fx21gK(dx22;bS)

R13 * (R1; R4) :
cx3; x4

fx3:x4gK(cx5;bS)

R13 * (R1; R6) :
x8;K(cx9; bS)
fx8gK(cx9;bS)

Table 4: Transformation Schema Applied to the Woo and Lam Protocol: Part II


